Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Cannington on Wednesday, 4 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.50pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Mr M Pascoe
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 8 ZIPPING DUNCAN (2/9)
Ineligible: Race 10 SOUTH ALABAMA (4/9), Race 11 ROMAN BLUE (4/9)
LATE SCRATCHINGS: R37(2) - Race 2 WHATTA DREAM x 7 days (5.50pm)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 3 QUARTARARO x 1 Field
R71 - Race 7 ZIPPING FLYNN x 1 Solo
R71 - Race 12 GO GO DANCER x 1 Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 SPOOKIE CHARM, Race 3 RIPPIN' MANU, Race 4 RIPPIN' CROW, Race 8 WESTERN RIPPLE, Race 9 NAUGHTY GUNN, Race 10 TOO DARDY, Race 11 DOCA GIRL

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/380 - Maiden - 6:32 PM
(380M): MIXED UP MOMENT & SPOOKIE CHARM began quickly. JIMMY JUNIOR stumbled and lost ground soon after the start. JUNK YARD KERRY & STARRY collided soon after the start. JUNK YARD KERRY checked off the heels of STARRY on the first turn. LA MANTE & STARRY collided on the first turn. SPOOKIE CHARM & MISS HOPE collided on the first turn. JUNK YARD KERRY & STARRY collided in the back straight, JUNK YARD KERRY stumbled and lost ground. JIMMY JUNIOR galloped on the heels of MISS HOPE on the second turn. MISS HOPE & LA MANTE collided on the second turn. JIMMY JUNIOR & STARRY collided on the second turn.

Race 2 - Mixed 5/6/Country/380 - Mixed 5/6 - 6:52 PM
(380M): JONCRAIGLE, MY FIRE FABIO & MISS LULU collided soon after the start. MISS LULU, LOCHBRAE MOSS & SURF TORQUE collided soon after the start, LOCHBRAE MOSS & SURF TORQUE lost ground. WAGTAIL PIRI checked off the heels of HARKLE on the first turn. MY FIRE FABIO checked off the heels of JONCRAIGLE on the first turn. WAGTAIL PIRI raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

Race 3 - Spring Maiden Classic (Heat)/City/520 (1) - Maiden - 7:11 PM
(520M): SUNSET KODIAK, RIPPIN’ MANU & ULTRA PERFORMER began quickly. BEETLE MONELLI, CORRECT GUESS & EVONNE'S GOT SOX began slowly. BEETLE MONELLI checked off the heels of RIPPIN' MANU soon after the start. RIPPIN' MANU checked off the heels of SUNSET KODIAK on the first turn. EVONNE'S GOT SOX raced wide on the first turn. ULTRA PERFORMER shifted out and raced wide on the first turn. RIPPIN' MANU checked off the heels of QUARTARARO on the third turn. BEETLE MONELLI checked off the heels of ULTRA PERFORMER on the third turn. CORRECT GUESS checked off the heels of RIPPIN' MANU on the third turn. ULTRA PERFORMER checked off the heels of QUARTARARO on the home turn. RIPPIN' MANU & QUARTARARO collided on the home turn. QUARTARARO raced ungenerously due to injury on the home turn and under R71 has been placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial, RIPPIN' MANU was inconvenienced.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that QUARTARARO had a right hindleg sartorius muscle injury (pencil/whip) and a right hindleg pectineus/adductor injury (groin) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 4 - Spring Maiden Classic (Heat)/City/520 (2) - Maiden - 7:32 PM
RIPPIN' CROW began quickly. STIMULATING & PURE BLING began slowly. JAILBREAK GUESS & POSTCODE ENVY collided soon after the start. POSTCODE ENVY & BENTLEY MONELLI collided soon after the start, POSTCODE ENVY lost ground. JAILBREAK GUESS & BENTLEY MONELLI collided on the first turn. POSTCODE ENVY hit the inside rail on the first turn. BEBE GLAZER & PURE BLING collided on the first turn. STIMULATING checked off the heels of PURE BLING and raced wide on the first turn. STIMULATING & PURE BLING collided on the second turn. BEBE GLAZER & PURE BLING collided on the second turn. POSTCODE ENVY & PURE BLING collided on the third turn. BEBE GLAZER checked off the heels of PURE BLING approaching the home turn and in the home straight.

BIG DOVE began slowly. DANA HAMMY & LILLY TUX collided soon after the start. LILLY TUX, ROMARIO, BEDELIA WAY & GRAN AMOR collided several times soon after the start, ROMARIO lost ground. LILLY TUX & GRAN AMOR collided on the first turn. ROMARIO checked off the heels of BEDELIA WAY on the first turn. BEDELIA WAY checked off the heels of BIG DOVE on the first turn. DANA HAMMY & ROMARIO collided on the first turn. BIG DOVE checked off the heels of ZABEEKA at the catching pen. DANA HAMMY & ROMARIO collided on the second turn. BIG DOVE checked off the heels of ZABEEKA on the home turn.

MOLFETTA BOUND began quickly. SUNSET MILO checked off the heels of MOLFETTA BOUND soon after the start. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of SUNSET MILO soon after the start. SUNSET MILO, IT'S A RIOT & ROLO MONELLI collided on the first turn, IT'S A RIOT & ROLO MONELLI lost ground. SUNSET MILO & HOSTILE GUESS collided on the first turn. HOSTILE GUESS checked off the heels of SUNSET MILO in the back straight. LOLLY BUFFET checked off the heels of MOLFETTA BOUND in the home straight.

STORM ZONE & WESTERN RIPPLE began quickly. SHE'S STARDUST checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE and collided with STORM ZONE soon after the start. CHASING MATTY, MONROVIA & SWEET TREAT collided on the first turn. FERNANDO STEALTH checked off the heels of SWEET TREAT on the first turn. FERNANDO STEALTH & CHASING MATTY collided heavily on the first turn, FERNANDO STEALTH lost ground. STORM ZONE, CHASING MATTY & MONROVIA collided on the second turn. SHE'S STARDUST checked off the heels of STORM ZONE on the second turn. SWEET TREAT raced wide on the home turn. CHASING MATTY checked off the heels of MONROVIA in the home straight.

NAUGHTY GUNN & FERNANDO'S JEWEL began quickly. ZIPPING KRETCH began slowly. BLACK EUPHORIA, SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided soon after the start. ZIPPING KRETCH checked off the heels of FERNANDO'S JEWEL soon after the start. SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided on the first turn. FERNANDO'S JEWEL & SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT collided on the first turn. SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT shifted out, raced wide and lost ground on the first turn. BLACK EUPHORIA checked off the heels of FERNANDO'S JEWEL at the catching pen. BUSHMAN'S PRIDE checked off the heels of BLACK EUPHORIA in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that HELLO HARRY had a right hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 28 days. A post race veterinary examination revealed that ZIPPING FLYNN had cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.

STORM ZONE & WESTERN RIPPLE began quickly. SHE'S STARDUST checked off the heels of WESTERN RIPPLE and collided with STORM ZONE soon after the start. CHASING MATTY, MONROVIA & SWEET TREAT collided on the first turn. FERNANDO STEALTH checked off the heels of SWEET TREAT on the first turn. FERNANDO STEALTH & CHASING MATTY collided heavily on the first turn, FERNANDO STEALTH lost ground. STORM ZONE, CHASING MATTY & MONROVIA collided on the second turn. SHE'S STARDUST checked off the heels of STORM ZONE on the second turn. SWEET TREAT raced wide on the home turn. CHASING MATTY checked off the heels of MONROVIA in the home straight.

NAUGHTY GUNN & FERNANDO'S JEWEL began quickly. ZIPPING KRETCH began slowly. BLACK EUPHORIA, SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided soon after the start. ZIPPING KRETCH checked off the heels of FERNANDO'S JEWEL soon after the start. SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT & BUSHMAN'S PRIDE collided on the first turn. FERNANDO'S JEWEL & SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT collided on the first turn. SPOOKIE MIDNIGHT shifted out, raced wide and lost ground on the first turn. BLACK EUPHORIA checked off the heels of FERNANDO'S JEWEL at the catching pen. BUSHMAN'S PRIDE checked off the heels of BLACK EUPHORIA in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that HELLO HARRY had a right hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 28 days. A post race veterinary examination revealed that ZIPPING FLYNN had cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that HELLO HARRY had a right hindleg gracilis muscle injury (back muscle) and has been stood down for 28 days.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that ZIPPING FLYNN had cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.
(380M): TOO DARDY began quickly. WAIKARIE PHOEBE checked off the heels of OLDmate AMY and collided heavily with BIG BOY ROY on the first turn, BIG BOY ROY lost ground. BIG BOY ROY & ADMIRAL NELSON collided on the first turn. ADMIRAL NELSON checked off the heels of JUDO in the back straight. ADMIRAL NELSON raced wide on the home turn.

BIG BOY ROY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

**Race 11 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 9:56 PM**

(275M): MARYVILLE & CROCODILE LEWIS began slowly. GAZZA MION checked off the heels of CROCODILE FLASH on the first turn. MARYVILLE raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight.

**Race 12 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 10:16 PM**

(380M): TRACK QUEEN & LOVED UP MOMENT began quickly. FLYIN' RYAN began slowly. TRACK QUEEN & GO GO DANCER collided on the first turn. GO GO DANCER & UNO ROAD collided on the first turn. FLYIN' RYAN checked off the heels of GO GO DANCER in the back straight. FLYIN' RYAN & UNO ROAD collided on the second turn. GO GO DANCER, FLYIN' RYAN & UNO ROAD collided approaching the home turn. GO GO DANCER tailed off due to cramp on the home turn and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that GO GO DANCER had cramping and has been stood down for 5 days.

FINAL.